
To give and receive  
a healing touch  
is innate and intuitive  
for every human being.

FIVE LIGHTS 
CENTER 
of SHIATSU



The Power of Touch™

The Five Lights Center of Shiatsu focuses  
on self-realization through movement,  

meditation, breathwork, and touch  
communication. Our healing philosophy 

cultivates an awareness of self and  
of others, and leads to improved health,  

vitality and well-being. 



FIVE LIGHTS 
CENTER 
of SHIATSU

Shiatsu
Training 

Program

 “Five Lights Center” translates to “Go Shiki Kan.”  
In modern shiatsu teachings, “Go Shiki” refers  
to the heat and energy in our hands. When we bring 
our hands together in a gesture of reverence 
(‘Gassho”), the right hand represents the Buddha 
and the left hand represents our own, physical 
being. Through our touch, we direct healing energy 
and light to balance our energy channels in  
mind and body. 

500-hour Certification Training 
to Become a Practitioner 
At our Center we offer a comprehensive curriculum 
based on traditional Japanese Shiatsu. Students 
learn all aspects of the shiatsu practice in a rigorous 
yet friendly environment. Courses count towards 
our 500-hour Five Lights Shiatsu Certification which 
meets all national standards for the profession,  
and enables graduates to apply for membership 
with the AOBTA* (American Organization for 
Bodywork Therapies of Asia). Professionals as  
well as non-professionals are also welcome  
to take individual courses.
 

AOBTA® is a peer-reviewed professional membership organization founded in 1989 by  
associations and representatives of various Asian Bodywork organizations. AOBTA sets 
and maintains standards for Asian Bodywork therapies in the United States. 
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Curriculum
The core curriculum consists of ten levels of  
courses (350 hours) that includes class lectures, 
demonstrations and hands-on training including: 
Makko ho meridian stretching, Classical  
Chinese Medicine, Five Elements Theory,  
Traditional Japanese Shiatsu, and mindful  
Buddhist meditation. 

Training Courses to Augment 
Professional Status
All courses are open to students who already have 
basic shiatsu training. For each level, students must 
schedule a tutorial and a shiatsu session with an 
instructor.

The Masunaga extensions system is open  
to students who already have basic shiatsu training. 
For each level, students must schedule a tutorial  
and a shiatsu session with an instructor.
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Certification 
Training Courses

Introduction to the  
Primary Meridians  
Level 1 (20 hours)
In this course, you will be  
introduced to the history  
and the foundations of Asian 
medicine, the concepts of Tao,  
Ki and Yin-Yan, Six energies,  
and Five elements. We compare 
the approaches of Eastern and 
Western medicine to illness  
and the body, in particular the  
differences between concepts  
of disease, imbalance and 
treatment. You will locate the 
pathways of the 12 primary 
meridians and learn how to feel 
the quality of Ki for each of  
them through palpation. With  
the practice of specific exercises,  
you will develop the body 
mechanics necessary for the 
practice of shiatsu. You will use 
meditation to center yourself 
before working with your  
partner, as you start a journey  
into awareness.

Course Objectives
•  History of Shiatsu
•  Definition of terms: Shiatsu,  
 Ki, Yin, Yan, Meridians  
 and Tsubo
•  Quality of Yin and Yan
•  Five elements  
 (Five transformations) 
•  Fundamental Substances  
 of the body 
•  Palpation and location  
 of Meridians

•  A Basic function of Meridians
•  Makko ho exercises
•  Ki palpation
•  Learn how to give a full  
 body session

The Five Elements Theory  
& Introduction to Water,  
Earth and Wood Elements 
Level 2 (20 hours)
We continue to explore the  
Five Elements Theory in depth.  
We identify the movement and 
interaction of generation  
and control cycles, elemental 
associations — season, color, 
emotions — and more. We locate 
the Hara where energy resides, 
the diagnostic areas where we 
find the energetic disharmony 
expressed by Kyo and Jitsu 
(deficiency and excess). This 
constitutes the basic assessment  
for treatment. We locate the  
12 associated points of the organs 
/ meridians on the bladder channel  
(Yu points), the 12 alarm points  
on the front of the torso for each 
meridian (Bo points). We practice 
locating the 12 meridians in 
supine and prone positions, with 
special focus on the transitions 
from side to side. We work on the 
meridians located in the leg. 

Course Objectives
•  Discussion of Water Element,   
 and its relationship with the  
 other elements
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•  Point location of BL and KI  
 meridians
•  Point location of ST and SP  
 meridians
•  Discussion of Earth Element,   
 and its relationship with the   
 other elements
•  Point location of GB and LV 
 meridians
•  Discussion of Wood Element,  
 and its relationship with  
 the other elements
• Location of Bo and Yu points
• Location of Hara Diagnostic area
 
Introduction to  
Metal and Fire Elements  
Level 3 (20 hours) 
We introduce the Metal and  
Fire elements: the location and 
functions of Metal and Fire 
meridians in the arm, their signs 
and symptoms of disharmony, 
and their relationship with  
other elements.

Course Objectives 
•  Location of LU and LI meridians
•  Discussion of the Metal element
•  Relationship of the Metal in the  
 generation and control cycles
•  Location of the HT and  
 SI meridians
•  Discussion of Absolute Fire
•  Relationship of Fire in the  
 generation and control cycles
•  Location of HC and TH meridians
•  Discussion of Supplemental Fire
•  Review of the relationship  
 of Fire in the generation and  
 control cycles
•  Location and function  
 of Bo points (Alarm points)
•  Practice on supine and  
 sideline positions

Introduction to a Shiatsu  
Treatment Plan 
Level  4 (20 hrs) 
We introduce and discuss the  
Four Methods of Oriental  
Diagnosis: Bo Shin (Looking):
Bon Shin (Listening/Smelling); 
Mon Shin (Asking); Setsu Shin 
(Touching)

Course Objectives
•  Describe Bo Shin, Bon Shin,  
 Mon Shin and Setsu Shin  
 List the information to collect  
 for each of them
•  Palpation to evaluate Kyo and  
 Jitsu in the Hara
•  Palpation to evaluate the quality  
 of Yu and Bo points
•  Location and function  
 of Five element points
•  Practice and homework  
 assignment

Pathology  
Level  5 (20 hours)
We study causes and patterns  
of disease or imbalance and 
assess possible treatment.

Course Objectives
•  Etiology: the cause of the  
 imbalance 
•  Exogenous causes: six exogenic  
 pathogens
•  Endogenous causes: the seven  
 emotions
•  Other causes: inflection, injury  
 and lifestyle
•  Patterns of imbalances and  
 assessment
•  The eight principles 
• Zo fu organ patterns
• The six channels (divisions) 
• The General Theory of Channels



• The Five Elements
• The Four Levels (Defense, Ki,   
 Nutrition, Blood) 
• The Three Heaters 

Introduction to Clinic 
Level  6 (20 hours)
We review the channel pathways, 
the distribution of points, and the 
pathological symptoms of each 
channel. We introduce points  
for use in a specific treatment  
to enhance our practice.

Course Objectives
•  Selected points and their   
 location/function 
•  Point selection: distal/local
•  Selection of specific points: 
 Five Elements points
 Antique points
 Source points
 Luo connecting points
 Xi-cleft points
 Bo and Yu points
 Point combination 
 Source + Luo connecting points
 Xi-cleft points  
 + 8 confluent points
 8 influential points 
 
Introduction to the 
Masunaga System of Water, 
Earth and Wood Elements  
Level  7 (20 hours)
Location of the Masunaga  
extensions (Water, Earth  
and Wood elements):
Location of the meridians.
ST/SP extensions
GB/LV extensions
BL/KI extensions

Course Objectives
•  Locate ST/SP extensions

•  Locate GB/LV extensions
•  Locate BL/KI extensions
• Techniques and stretches are   
 used in the Masunaga system  
 for assessment and treatment 
•  How and when to use the   
 Masunaga extensions in your   
 practice along with the work  
 on the primary meridians 
•  Analyze the interactions of Kyo  
 and Jitsu in different elements  
 according to Masunaga system

Masunaga System  
of Metal and Fire Elements  
Level  8 (20 hours)
This level focuses on the 
Masunaga Metal and Fire 
approach and philosophy, the 
importance of the psychological 
aspect of his work. We will  
locate the extensions of the 
primary meridians reaching from 
the arms to the legs and the  
legs to the arms.

Course Objectives
•  Locate LU/ LI extensions
•  Locate HC/TH extensions
•  Locate HT/SI extensions
•  Introduction to Masunaga Back  
 Diagnostic areas  
•  Techniques and stretches are   
 used in the Masunaga system  
 for assessment and treatment 

The Eight Extraordinary  
Vessels and  
Collateral Channels 
Level  9 (20 hours)
•  Eight extraordinary vessels:  
 The Ki Kei 8 Myaku  
 Toku Myaku: Governing Vessel  
 Nin Myaku: Conception Vessel  
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 Shou Myaku: Penetrating Vessel 
 Tai Myaku: Girdle Vessel 
 Yo Kyou Myaku: Yan Heel Vessel 
 Yin Kyou Myaku: Yin Heel Vessel 
 Yo Yi Myaku: Yan Linking Vessel 
 Yin Yi Myaku Yin Linking Vessel 
• Introduction to the  
 Tendino-muscular channels:  
 Kei kin 
 Luo Channels: Kei Ketsu 
 Cutaneous Regions 
 Effective points 

Supervised Clinic Application 
Level 10 (50 hours)
Students integrate their training  
and practice by providing  
shiatsu to the general public  
in a supervised session. 

Intake: 4 methods of Eastern 
diagnosis (Bo Shin, Bun Shin,  
Mon Shin, Setsu Shin) 

Course Objectives
•  Application of the four methods  
 of diagnosis: Bo Shin (looking),  
 Mon Shin (listening and   
 smelling), Bun Shin (asking).   
 Setsu Shin (touching)
•  Our specific focus will be on the  
 Setsu Shin aspect of the four   
 methods of oriental diagnosis:
 assessment of Hara Diagnosis  
 area, assessment of Back  
 Diagnostic area, assessment  
 of Bo and Yu points, assessment  
 of Kyo and Jitsu along the   
 meridians
•  Create a session based on the  
 client’s needs on the day  
 of the session
• Students will hand in  
 50 documented treatments 

Elective Courses 
(20 hours) 
Courses offered in other Asian 
bodywork therapy:
Moxa
Cupping
Gua Sha
Reiki 
Tui Na
Qi Gong 
Auricular (Nada Protocol) 

Supervised Ongoing  
Practice Classes 
(100 hours)
Techniques, Lecture and  
Demonstration
• Treatment-oriented application
• Classroom practice: Supervised  
 practice performed on  
 fellow students

Anatomy and Physiology 
(100 hours)
Online courses  
Students are responsible  
for attaining these credits  
on their own.

Other Courses
(50 hours)
Online courses
• First Aid and CPR
• Ethics and Professional Conduct
• Business Skills
• Review of the laws, legislation,  
 and regulations for the ABT   
 profession
Students are responsible  
for attaining these credits  
on their own.



Kumiko Kanayama 
Founder, Five Lights Center of Shiatsu
Kumiko is a practitioner and teacher of  
Intuitive Shiatsu at Five Lights Center.  
Intuitive Shiatsu is a method she developed 
over 20 years of study at the Ohashi Institute 
in New York City. Her uncle Wataru Ohashi  
is a pioneer of shiatsu in the West. After many 
years of teaching as a Certified Ohashiatsu® 
instructor, Kumiko set out to form her own 
center of shiatsu studies. 
She thanks the Nao Yasu Foundation  
International for their sponsorship.

Simone Carbonel  
Program Director, Five Lights Center  
of Shiatsu
Simone was also trained at the Ohashi  
Institute. She continued her training in  
5 Element Shiatsu at the Swedish Institute 
where she earned a degree of AOS. She 
studied Zen Shiatsu with Pauline Sasaki.  
She is an ABT practitioner, NCCAOM certified, 
and an AOBTA member. She is NYS LMT  
and NYS LAc. She continues her studies in 
Classical Chinese Medicine with Jeffrey C. 
Yuen. She is a registered Jin Shin Do®  
Practitioner, and an ARCB Certified Therapist. 
She maintains a private practice in Asian 
Bodywork and acupuncture in New York City.
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Teachers

Licensure and Legal Credentials
The Five Lights Shiatsu Certification Training Program prepares students to earn the 
credentials needed for legal professional practice. Practitioners of Asian Bodywork must 
complete a minimum of 500 hours of training for professional practice. Certified practitioner 
status with AOBTA is the appropriate credential for the practice of Asian Bodywork except  
in New York State, as specified by the state statute. Our graduates are immediately eligible 
to apply for certified practitioner status with AOBTA.



Kumiko Kanayama has built a supportive 
space at her Five Lights Center that offers us 
the opportunity to continue learning shiatsu 
through the courses offered and at practice 
classes. When I first met Kumiko, in the  
Beginner One Ohashiatsu Course many years 
ago, I wanted to learn from her and model  
my movements by her. She carries such  
a fluid, graceful and happy confidence.  
It was easy to recognize this immediately— 
her spirit of strong and gentle peace. 
— Mara Harnett, Student and Client

I had the excellent opportunity to give and  
receive shiatsu at the Five Lights Center, 
improve my technique and revise what I had 
learned during the shiatsu courses I had  
taken in the past. We have an amazingly  
dedicated and supportive students’ community 
that I love. The Five Lights Center is a perfect  
location for it as well.
— Olga, Product Manager

I always feel that I can breathe better after  
shiatsu work which results in an ability to do  
postures better. In the case of gall bladder  
meridian work: my one-legged postures  
(Dandayamana Janushirasana, Dhanurasana 
and Padangustasana) improved as I could 
stabilize myself better (tight gall bladder sort 
of causes balance to go outside).
—Jaideep, Programmer
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What is Shiatsu?

Shiatsu is a Japanese form  
of therapeutic bodywork that focuses  

on Ki, or Energy. The practice is based  
on the holistic system of traditional  
Chinese medicine, in which illness  

is thought to result from imbalances  
in Ki. Literally Shiatsu means finger 

pressure (“shi” translates to “finger” and 
“atsu” to “pressure”). The shiatsu  

practitioner improves the flow  
of Ki in the body by applying thumbs, 

fingertips,  palms, the edge  
of hands, knees, elbows, and forearms  

to energetic pathways, called  
Meridians. 



For more information  
or to make an appointment  
please contact  
Kumiko Kanayama at:
kumiko@fivelightscenter.com

Five Lights Center of Shiatsu©

220 West 93rd Street
New York, NY 10025

www.fivelightscenter.com


